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Chapter 

Directors 

Message

September, this is the month to sit back and 

reflect on the summer that has passed. 

We have had a busy season and hopefully the 

weather will be on our side and we will have a 

great fall riding time.

Our first year with a new District team has 

proven to be a good thing. The two rides, The 

Island Loop and the Gypsy Run, brought 

members from other Chapters together. The 

camaraderie and the dynamics were second to 

none. What do you get when you mix like 

minded people together? You get a lot of 

laughter, wisdom and experiences. I feel that I 

have made new, life long friends and also 

strengthened friendships with those I know. 

Until next month

Karin Young

Chapter Director 
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District Directors’ MessageDistrict Directors’ MessageDistrict Directors’ MessageDistrict Directors’ Message
Fellow Wingers: 

As I sit here feeling quite dejected as I could not go 

on the Gypsy ride due to a medical issue I am dealing 

with, all I can do at the moment is monitor the 

progress of our group of riders heading into smoke 

and fury of this year's fire season in British Columbia. 

The Gypsy Ride was engineered by our District Ride 

Coordinator Keiller Gowans. Its meant to take riders 

through some of the best motorcycling roads in our 

province. Problem is smoke from fires, visibility and 

well, just breathing. So far so good, there will be a 

full narrative on the ride in the district newsletter this 

month. 

As I am writing this I am also looking forward to 

future ride rides and events. I am pleased to 

announce the first N.W.C District Rally. The Rally's will 

occur on a biennial basis beginning in 2019. Rally 

dates are as follows: July 25th, 26th, 27th, 28th 2019. 

Location will be 100 Mile House B.C. 

The planning committee has come up with some 

unique ideas for our rally that should differentiate 

our rally from all the rest. Stay tuned to the district 

newsletter and check your email for future 

announcements. 

Until then, have some fun…go for a ride! 

Thank you for being members of the GWRRA. Your 

membership and participation are what makes the 

GWRRA the finest International Motorcycle Riding 

organization in North America. 

Until I see you all again, Be safe – Ride safe. 

Respectfully 

Kevin Bramhoff

District Director –

District N.W.C "The Great North West Coast" 



Kevin’s Kevin’s Kevin’s Kevin’s 

MusingsMusingsMusingsMusings

Fellow Wingers

Fellow Wingers: At the time of writing / putting 

this together, my brain was a hurten! So, I looked 

up some more interesting facts that perhaps you all 

might find of interest. Enjoy.

*The National Highway Traffic Safety 

Administration estimates that in 2000, 631 

motorcyclists were saved by wearing their 

helmet.

*The German inventor Gottlieb Daimler is 

generally credited with building the first 

practical motorcycle in 1885.

*Up to eight motorbikes can fit in the same 

parking space occupied by one car.

*Motorcycles and scooters are, on average, 

about twice as fuel efficient as cars.

*The first rider to ever go over 300mph was Don 

Vesco in 1975, on a 1496cc Yamaha-engined

streamliner.

*The fastest motorcycle s the Dodge Tomahawk, 

a prototype with an unusual design, featuring 

the 500 hp (373 kW) 8.3 L V10 engine from the 

Dodge Viper.

*MV Agusta is currently producing the F4 1078 

RR 312. 312kph being the recorded top speed at 

the Salt Flats in Utah in 2007.The RR312 

reached a recorded top speed of 195, but since 

speeds are averaged, it’s recorded top speed is 

194mph, or metric, 312kph.

*When Valentino Rossi was five, his dad 

Graziano built him a go-cart to discourage him 

from getting into bikes

*Harley-Davidson built push-bikes between 

1917 and 1923. The first Harley Davidson 

motorcycle built in 1903 used a tomato can for 

a carburetor.

*Harley Davidson motorcycles have a failure rate 

over twice that of the top three motorcycle 

manufacturers in the world. – Source – Consumer 

reports April 2015

*In 2003 Dodge built and sold nine motorcycles 

with a viper V-10 engine called the Dodge 

Tomahawk. 

*Keanu Reeves used his % profit from The Matrix to 

buy a motorcycle for all of the movie’s stuntmen. 

*The rarest motorcycle in the world was found 

behind a brick wall in Chicago and has engine 

technologies well ahead of its time. The “Traub” is 

still running. 

*Motorcyclists are almost 30X more likely to die 

than other motorists. 

*The first responders to accidents in high-speed 

motorcycle races in Northern Ireland are motorcycle 

doctors. They travel at speeds upwards of 180mph 

to get to the scene. 

*It is legal in California to drive a motorcycle 

between two cars in their lane (lane splitting) and 

only 53% of state residents know that it is legal. 

*The city of Medellin, Colombia reduced motorcycle 

assassinations by 39% when it banned male 

passengers from riding on the back of motorbikes. 

*In 2000 the major motorcycle companies of the 

world reached a gentlemen’s agreement to end a 

speed war of one-upmanship to try to make the 

world's fastest production bike, as they feared 

speeds would escalate to extremely dangerous 

speeds before it would end. A limit of 186 mph was 

agreed. 

*In Indiana, Motorcycles at a red stop light only 

have to stop for 120 seconds, and then they can 

treat the stop light as if it were a stop sign and 

proceed through the intersection cautiously. IC 9-

21-3-7b-3(D). 

Well there you have it fellow wingers…all the stuff 

you really did not care about but now know. Too 

see if anyone actually reads this tripe, I challenge 

you to engage in conversation using some of this 

at the next meeting…lol

Until I see you all again, Be-safe, Ride safe.

Kevin Bramhoff
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Birthdays

Event Schedule – Chapter C

IF you have your name on the 

birthday/Anniversary list and IF you 

attend the chapter meeting in your 

birthday/Anniversary month,  you will 

get a FREE ticket for the 50/50 draw at 

that meeting. Make sure that Karin has 

your name on the list. We love to 

double dip!!

21 Vince Morrow

27 Wayne Egan

28   Ken Watson

19   Dave and Kim Schile

26   Bill and Judy Flintoft

September

As the season is winding down (for some) we don’t have much on the 

calendar besides our regular Sunday ride.  There are some Toy Run’s 

coming up you may want to participate in. They don’t go far but it’s 

interesting to ride in such a huuuuuuuge group, and to have the 

intersections clear sailing.



SUN MON TUE WED THU FRI SAT

1
Drill Team-Abby BC-D  Gold Run

2 3 4 5 6 7 8
BC-D   Gold Run Drill Team-Abby BC-D Dinner Mtg

9 10 11 12 13 14 15
BC-C Brkfst Ride

Fraser Valley Toy 

Run

Drill Team-Abby ARC-Classroom ARC Parking Lot

16 17 18 19 20 21 22
BC-A Brkfst mtg Drill Team-Abby BC-C Dinner Mtg

23 24 25 26 27 28 29
BC-C Brkfst Ride

Oyster Run

Drill Team-Abby

30 1 2 3 4 5 6
Drill Team-Abby BC-D Dinner Mtg



Ken’s 

Korner
By Ken Watson

BC Trivia

Mandrake the Magician was born in New Westminster 

in 1911. An accomplished conjurer, illusionist, 

mentalist, manipulator, ventriloquist and fire eater, the 

top hatted, pencil mustachioed performer became one 

of the most famous magicians in the world and along 

with his partner and wife Velvet, was the first to stage 

magic show in night club settings, inviting audience 

participation. 

Mandrake the Magician was the first super powered, 

costumed crime fighter in comics, battling the forces 

of evil several years before Superman first got into the 

act. Inspired by the tuxedoed magician, Lee Falk 

created the long running cartoon character in 1934.

Just like Papa

Chapter 

Shirts
Debbie Horin and Dave 

Schile have been getting 

quotes for new shirt 

styles. We should have 

some options put 

forward very very soon.

Congratulations!!

Congratulations to Erwin 

and Leona Janzen who just 

celebrated their 65th

Anniversary. Incredible!!

And congrats to Ian 

McAlpine who won our 

50/50 at the last meeting 

AND just celebrated his 65th

Birthday. I’m still waiting for 

that article Ian.



The Gypsy Run
Valley vs City vs Island
This was the second District organized ride of 

the season and THE most organized ride I have 

ever been on. For this type A personality, 

having details is important. I really appreciated 

knowing how long before our next comfort 

stop, gas stop or food break. 

You could feel the excitement in the air as we 

introduced ourselves around at the meeting 

point in Burnaby. After all, we were from 

Chapter C, A and V. Valley, City and Island. I 

wasn’t sure if I would be able to learn their 

names by the end of the four days but I did! 

Amazing!

We split into 3 smaller groups for the start as 

we were heading through the city and up to 

Whistler and Pemberton. At Lillooet we met up 

for lunch and re-grouped into one large group 

and continued up the canyon thru Cache Creek, 

100 Mile House and into Williams Lake for the 

night. Because Keillor did the organizing of the 

ride, he rode with us until Cache Creek when he 

headed home to be with Tracy before her 

surgery on Monday. Apparently after he left us, 

he was like a mother hen constantly checking in 

on his flock to make sure we were OK. Tony did 

such an amazing job of keeping track of us all, 

keeping us informed and just taking care of the 

details. 

We rode through the big slide area from the 

previous week very somberly as we were all 

thinking about the lady that hadn’t been found 

yet. There was a yard with 5 vehicles all parked 

next to the house and the mud was up to the 

center of the tires. Yikes!

It was smoky, I mean really really smoky. We 

started wearing our medical masks to help us 

breathe. The following day (after brushing the 

ash off of our bikes) we changed our route to 

avoid Prince George. They were already 

evacuating people and they didn’t need 

another 14 bikes in the mix. I had been looking 

forward to seeing this area as I have never been 

past Cache Creek before but the smoke made it 

impossible to even imagine the landscape. I 

guess we will have to do it again!

The morning was chilly, something we really 

hadn’t planned for as the weather forecast was 

hot hot and more hot. We layered up and put 

on everything including our rain jackets. Our 

detour took us on a great little road that 

everyone seemed to enjoy.  It slowly warmed 

and the smoke slowly diminished as we headed 

into McBride after making a short stop in 

Valemont at a craft brewery for refreshments 

for the evening.

By now we were getting to know each other 

fairly well and of course the teasing and jokes 

were constant. 



Day three and we headed into Jasper for a gas 

stop and then on to the Icefields for lunch. We 

had a slow start due to a low tire and dead 

battery but Murry saved the day with his trailer 

full of treasures. He carried cold drinks for 

anyone that needed one, he had an air tank, 

booster cables, spare gas and a partridge in a 

pear tree. We needed Murry’s services more 

than once on this trip.

Again the view was not there and time did not 

allow us to hike up to the glacier. …next time. 

The weather was finally warming up and the 

layers began coming off. 

We continued without incident on to Revelstoke 

where we were welcomed by a large overhead 

LED sign saying that the highway west of 

Revelstoke was closed. Oh  no, another detour?

We headed off to the pools and hot tubs and 

dinner at the pub and discussed various ways to 

get home. 

Happily the road was clear the following 

morning when we departed on our last day  of 

the Gypsy Run and with much surprise to Keiller, 

we all stayed together as one group and not 

scattered in all directions as he expected us to. 

3 of the guys rode ahead but stayed to the route 

and we still met them for lunch. Merritt was the 

last point where all 17 of us were together. 

Finally a group picture with everyone in it.  The 

day grew hotter as we headed down the canyon 

but I think we welcomed it after the first chilly 

days.

Saying goodbye is always hard but I know that 

we will all ride again. We so enjoyed this 4 day 

tour of our province and look forward to more 

of the same. 

I cannot say enough how appreciative we were 

of both Keillers organization and Tony’s  leading 

ability. I know both of these fellows had their 

own plans for the ride and both had their plans 

change drastically in the last moments before 

the ride.  So,  thank you both from the bottom 

of my heart (and the middle and the top) for all 

that you did to make this such a huge success. 

Thank you Tony for stepping up to be lead and 

taking on the responsibility of all of us. Certainly 

not an easy task. 

For myself, this ride was a challenge in many 

ways but I did it and hopefully without too 

much complaining. Long days in the saddle 

cold and heat and smoke. At least we all 

endured it together. When I woke on 

Tuesday, my knees hurt, hips hurt, ankles 

swollen, eyes swollen, neck and shoulders 

hurt, headache, and even my scalp was 

tender but….. And this is a big one….my butt 

was fine. Go figure, must be that Corbin seat. 

Gotta love it, and I would do it again in a 

heartbeat.

It was such a pleasure to get to meet and 

know some other District members. I was 

especially impressed by Malcolm, a brand 

new member from Chapter V, brand new, 

new to  him Goldwing, and brand new to 

group riding. After a short 5 minute guide to 

group riding, he did amazing and he is now 

signed up for the next ARC coming up in the 

fall.

Of course we all loved the accent too!

It’s grrrrrreat ay!

So, between the Valley, City and Island 

people, who won. We all Did!

Keep it shiny side up!

Robyn MacRae



Vintage Goldwing’s on Display 
in Chilliwack
By Mike Brouse

Last year when I went to The Vintage in the 

Valley Motorcycle Show at the Heritage 

Centre in Chilliwack I noticed there were not 

very many Goldwing’s on display. This year 

we entered a booth for the Club which was 

manned by our ambassadors, Dave and Gerri 

Crosson. I was there for the day as well as our 

district director, Kevin Bramhoff. We had a 

reasonable interest in our booth, lots of 

people looking at the wings on display. Dave 

and I brought our 1500’s and Kevin had his 

1100 entered in the show and shine. Some 

of our visitors were from the Vancouver 

chapter but we also had people who were 

interested in joining. Kevin says he signed up 

two new members! I had no problem letting 

potential future members sit on my bike.

The show was well represented with lots of 

old bikes from over the years. As an 

experienced rider I saw a few models of bikes 

I had owned in years gone by. There was an 

auction, lots of tables with parts to sell as 

well as several vendors selling motorcycle 

related items.

In the afternoon they fired up a 750 cc racing 

Kawasaki. The bike had a limited exhaust 

system and the high revving engine filled the 

hall with smoke and its unique 750-4 

sound. I’m sure this was music to the ears of 

all the Harley riders! 

We all had a good time, maybe next year we 

can get more of our collector bikes into the 

show and bring in one of our “bling laden” 

bikes to see if we can win the show and 

shine.



As we are the new membership ambassadors, 

Dave and I attended the “Vintage In The Valley” 

bike show on August 19, at the Heritage Park. We 

wanted to try and attract new members to want 

to join the GWRRA. I think the main thing that we 

have come away with is that the majority of 

people would look at our GWRRA sign, and just 

walk by. They probably aren’t aware that we 

embrace all bikes! If you own a bike, you want to 

ride! That’s the main thing that we are about!

We think it would be helpful if we had some good 

sized photos of some of our members who have 

the “other” bikes, such as Karin and her Harley 

etc. In Chapter C alone we have members riding 

Harley Davidsons, Ducati, Motoguzzi, Triumph, 

BMW, street legal off road KTM bikes, as well as 

various Honda models. All these besides the 

Goldwings! We all need to tell people, when we 

are talking about all the great things you get from 

being a member, that we are a “Bike Club”, and 

that we love having all makes and models join us.

So please, when talking to potential new 

members, talk not only about the types of rides 

that we do, but the great tow package, the 

awesome rider education at amazingly low prices, 

hotel discounts etc. Plus our chapter is very 

active and social, but most importantly ALL BIKES 

WELCOME!

Chapter C 

Membership Ambassadors



1998 Honda GL 1500 SE Gold Wing

Only 22,286 MILES on bike

Asking $7600.00

Contact: Phil Masse @ 604-824-8871 

or email suezieq@shaw.ca



By Mike Brouse

August 10, 11 and 12th was once again time 

for the Abbotsford Airshow. I’ve volunteered 

at the airshow for about 10 years, my wife 

June is a long-time volunteer at the 

Presidents Chalet. Over the years I worked in 

the chalet as the doorman/ greeter. I used to 

see the guys riding around on their 

Goldwing’s with their orange flashing lights as 

they dealt with patron safety, parking, escorts 

and whatever else. Fast forward a few years 

and I have now bought another wing, joined 

the GWRRA and met Ian McAlpine who was 

looking for volunteers to assist him with his 

Motorcycle Patron Safety. I was eager to join 

his group to try something new and a bit 

more challenging. As a bonus I now had 

access to all aspects of the airshow, I had a 

means to get around and we were able to 

bring our RV inside the grounds and camped 

at the motorcycle compound. 

The Motorcycle Patron Safety consisted of 

approximately 30 bikes this year and is 

sponsored primarily by the Pacific Wings Drill 

Team. I was joined by some other GWRRA 

BC-C members, Howie, Dave and Sheldon.

Our duties include security on the front line, 

assisting with the on rush of patrons entering 

and leaving the show. At the end of each day 

thousands of cars would 

have to be guided across 

runways to their exit.

The motorcycles also 

assisted with special 

escorts to ambulances 

and any other VIP’s as 

they moved about the 

venue. 

GWRRA-C Helps Out at Abbotsford Airshow
This year’s show brought some extra challenges as 

the Blue Angels from the US Navy were in town. 

Their show required a bigger safety zone and 

outside roadways and a portion of the parking lots 

at the airport terminal have to be shut down and 

closed off to the public during their show. During 

this time motorcycles were delegated to the 

required intersections to block traffic. After the 

first day of doing this I realized not all the local 

residents were as enthusiastic about the Blue 

Angels as I was! On day three I was by myself at the 

front entrance to the airport as the Blue Angels 

roared overhead.

This year’s gate attendance was up from 75,000 

people to 90,000 mostly due to the Blue Angels. 

Next year The Thunderbirds (US Airforce) will be 

here and will required the same extra attention. 

After that there will be no more large scale 

demonstration teams from the US as our airport is 

getting busier with domestic flights and our space 

is limited.

Al in all I had a good time, the days were long as 

our duties started when the gates were opened 

and did not finish until everyone was gone and the 

parking lots swept for stragglers. I will be back next 

year and I would recommend this to anyone who 

has a bike, has the time and wants to be a part of 

the airshow.



By Wes Siler
Riding a motorcycle is dangerous. Luckily, bikes also 

give you the best possible tools to avoid crashing —

incredibly powerful brakes, obstruction-free vision, 

excellent handling and very grippy tires. Here’s how 

to use those tools, and your very own brain, to 

avoid one of these common motorcycle accidents.

1: A Car Turns Left In Front Of You
The most common motorcycle accident. A car fails 

to see you or judges your speed incorrectly, turning 

in front of you at an intersection. Blame inattention, 

distraction, blind spots and even psychology; a 

driver looking for cars perceives merely an absence 

of cars, not the presence of a motorcycle.

How To Avoid It: Simple, you just need to see it 

coming. Part of your job as a motorcyclist is to 

develop a precognitive sixth sense. Look for signs 

that could indicate someone may turn in front of 

you: a car is at an intersection waiting to turn, 

there’s a gap in traffic near an intersection, driveway 

or parking lot. In either situation, slow down, cover 

your brakes and get ready to take evasive action. 

Yes, you do need to take something as innocuous as 

a car waiting in a turn lane as a major and 

immediate threat to your life. You also need to 

account for objects outside of your vision. Gaps in 

traffic indicate the possibility of someone coming 

through that gap, even if you can’t see them. Again, 

MAJOR THREAT, PREPARE FOR EVASIVE ACTION.

And once you’ve identified said threat, you can work 

it through levels of severity. Is the driver clearly able 

to see you, without obstruction from their window 

pillars, trees or signs? 

Is that person actually looking? Are they 

looking at you? How are they situated in the 

road? What is their speed? Where are their 

wheels pointing?

Look at their wheels, not the car – they’ll give 

you the first clue of movement. During all 

this, also be aware of what’s behind and to 

your side. Should you need to take evasive 

action, you’ll need to know your routes of 

escape. It’s no good braking in time to avoid a 

turning car, only to be swatted from behind 

by a tailgating SUV. What’s the road surface 

like? Is it going to be able to handle the full 

force of your brakes or are you going to lock 

them? You do know how to use the full ability 

of your brakes, right?

Under no circumstances should you “lay the 

bike down.” Your best chance of survival 

comes from shedding as much speed as 

possible pre-collision, and you’re going to be 

able to do that best with the bike completely 

upright, using both brakes. Even if you only 

have time to lose 10 or 20 mph, that could be 

the difference between going home with 

bruises and going home at all.

2: You Hit Gravel In A Blind Corner
You’re out riding the twisties when, 

seemingly without warning, you round a 

corner to find a patch of sand/gravel/leaves 

/horse dung/whatever in your path. You put 

your front tire in it and wipe out.

How To Avoid It: Don’t hit it in the first 

place. Ride at a pace where your reaction 

time and ability to take action fit within your 

range of vision. On the road, “Slow In, Fast 

Out” is an effective rule of thumb. Enter a 

corner wide, to increase your vision and at 

an easy pace. You can pick up the speed on 

the way out, once you can see.

3: You Entered A Corner Too Fast
And now it’s unexpectedly tightening and 

you’re just not going to make it around. 

How To Avoid It: Don’t be a dummy. Only 

ride as fast as you can see and use visual 

clues like telephone polls and signs to judge



a road’s direction, even if that road is 

disappearing over a blind crest.

If you do find yourself going too fast in a 

corner, the best approach is to trust the 

bike and try to ride it out. The bike is likely 

more capable than you are, so it’s really 

you that’s not capable of making it 

around. Take as much lean out of the bike 

as possible by hanging off, look where you 

want to go and be as smooth as possible 

on the controls. Do not whack on the 

brakes, chop the throttle or do anything 

else that may upset the bike and cause a 

loss of traction. Don’t panic if a peg or 

knee or something else touches down, 

just try to hold that lean angle, look for 

the corner exit and ride it out.

This is another situation in which trail 

braking can be a real help, allowing you to 

safely shed speed while already in the 

corner.

4: A Car Changes Lane Into You
You’re riding in traffic when a car in 

another lane suddenly veers into the 

space you’re occupying. Remember, our 

tiny motorcycles can easily fit into blind 

spots and drivers looking for cars aren’t 

psychologically programmed to see 

motorcycles.

How To Avoid It: Be aware of where blind 

spots lie and spend as little time in them 

as possible. If you can see a driver's eyes 

in their mirrors, then they have the ability 

to see you, too (But remember that still 

doesn't always mean they're looking –

Ed.).

Beware of situations where lane changes 

become more possible. Is highway traffic 

slowing, with one lane moving faster than 

others? People are going to want to be in 

that lane. Don’t be where they want to be.

Look for signs of a car changing lanes: turn 

signals, wheels turning, the car wandering 

around its own lane while the driver 

checks his/her mirrors and, of course, the 

driver’s head moving. Be aware of all that, 

in all the cars around you, at all times, and 

you’ll be good.

5: A Car Hits You From Behind
You come to a halt a stop sign/cross 

walk/intersection/to avoid a family of baby 

ducks when, the driver behind you doesn’t see 

you or isn’t trying to and plows into you at high 

speed. The most common car accident is a 

“fender bender.” A fender bender can kill a 

motorcyclist.

How To Avoid It: Use cars as your very own 

crumple zone. A single car stopped at a multi-

lane stoplight, with more cars coming from 

behind? Pull in front of it (wave nicely) and 

you’re cushioned from any subsequent 

impacts. Between a line of cars works just as 

well.

No free crumple zones available? Stop to the 

side rather than the center of a lane, rapidly 

flash your brake light by tapping a brake lever, 

keep the bike in gear and your right hand on 

the throttle. Pay attention to what’s coming up 

behind you and be prepared to scoot away 

should it appear someone’s about to come 

plowing into you.

Be particularly aware in situations where 

there’s bad visibility, at times when drunk 

driving is prevalent (do all the bars around you 

let out at 1am?) and when stops are 

unexpected, such as at pedestrian crosswalks 

on very busy streets and stuff like those cute 

baby ducks crossing the road.



6: Your Riding Buddies Are Idiots
You’ve seen it happen. A group is out for a ride 

when one of them stops suddenly or 

something similar. His buddy is too busy 

daydreaming to realize and hits him from 

behind. This has happened to us; it can happen 

to anyone.

How To Avoid It: Make sure everyone is aware 

of proper group riding etiquette and knows to 

ride in a staggered formation. You’d be amazed 

how many people are unaware of this simple 

technique. Doing so increases vision and moves 

bikes out of line with each other, meaning a 

temporary lapse in attention wont’ result in a 

collision. Pick smarter riding buddies or do 

what I do: ride alone.

7: You Locked The Front Brake
Oh no, a deer/cute girl/cop/stopped traffic. You 

grab a fistful of front brake and, next thing you 

know, you’re lying on the ground, watching 

your bike cartwheel down the street.

How To Avoid It: Learn to use your front brake. 

It might seem counterintuitive, but that front 

brake is the most powerful and difficult-to-

master component on your motorcycle; it can 

alter your speed much more quickly than your 

engine.

If you’re just learning to ride, have simply never 

mastered this skill or bought a new bike and 

need to learn it, find a big, empty parking lot 

and start practicing. From a set speed (say, 30 

mph), start braking at a certain mark, then 

repeat ad infinitum until you’ve reduced your 

braking distance as much as possible. You 

should be able to feel the tire on the very edge 

of locking up and the rear wheel lifting off the 

ground. Then go and practice at higher and 

higher speeds until you can employ the 

maximum braking ability of your motorcycle 

reliably and safely.

8: A Car Opened Its Door
The biggest gap in traffic was between a line of 

parked cars and a stationary line of active 

traffic. So you go scooting through it when, all 

of a sudden, Nathan-no-look swings his door 

wide open right in front of you.

How To Avoid It: Never, ever, ever, ever ride 

between an active traffic lane and parked 

cars. Not just because of the opening doors 

thing, but because pedestrians step out, cars 

pull out so they can see, and for a million 

other reasons. Just don’t do it. If you do, 

somehow, find yourself in a door-opening 

situation though, follow all the advice above 

and brake as hard as possible. Even if a 

collision is inevitable, shedding even a small 

fraction of your speed can really help.

Cyclists call the area next to parked cars, 

within a door's width “The Death Zone” for 

a reason.

9: It’s Slippery!
Stuff is coming out of the sky! That stuff is 

cold, wet and, surprise surprise, slippery. 

How To Avoid It: Does your bike have 

decent tires on? So long as you’re running 

reasonable tires and those tires aren’t worn 

out, you’ll be surprised at how well a 

motorcycle does in wet or even snowy 

conditions. Just slow down and be as 

smooth as possible on the controls.

In the wet, stuff like manhole covers 

become extra slippery and you’ll need to 

watch out for oil and diesel on the road as 

well. Look for patches of rainbow and avoid 

those. If it hasn’t rained for a while, the first 

hour or so of rainfall is the most 

treacherous; it lifts all the oils and whatnot 

out of the pavement, floating it on top. Treat 

yourself to a hot cup of coffee and wait for a 

solid downpour to wash all that junk away.

Also beware of the limited visibility rain 

creates for other drivers and their general 

ineptitude; car drivers don’t seem to 

understand that slippery conditions 

necessitate longer following distances and 

earlier braking.

10: The Most Common Bike Accident
According to the 1981 Hurt Report — the 

largest study ever conducted on motorcycle 

accident causation — alcohol is a factor in 

50 percent of all bike wrecks.

How To Avoid It: Don’t drink and ride.


